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QUESTION 1

Assume that you are the TAE responsible for the correct functioning of a TAS, deployed in a test environment that
consists of a few machines running the same version of the operating system. The TAS has been working and stable
since its deployment, it has been used to run an automated test suite consisting of many similar automated test. The
infrastructure team is planning to update the operating system on these machines by installing a new the service pack
for security reasons. Since the vendor of the operating system assurance full backward compatibility, the infrastructure
team assurance that there will be no impacts on the functioning of the TAS. What is the BEST approach to confirm the
correct functioning of the TAS in this scenario? 

A. Verify the behavior of the automated tests by running a small tests, then gradually run the remaining tests to confirm
the correct functioning of the whole automated test suite. 

B. Make sure that the infrastructure team has completed installing the service pack on the machines where SUT is
running, then run the whole automated test suite to verify its behavior 

C. Verify the behavior of the whole automated test suite by running all the automated tests 

D. Do not run any tests because you can immediately confirm the correct functioning of the automated test suite 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statements BEST describe aspects of the SUT to consider when designing a TAA? 

A. All the interaction between SUT and TAS should be logged with the highest level of detail 

B. All the internal test interfaces of the SUT should be removed prior to the product release 

C. All the interface of the SUT affected by the tests should be controllable by the TAA 

D. All the external test interfaces of the SUT should be removed prior to the product release 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are working on a TAS for standalone application. The automated tests are developed based on a automation
framework that allows interaction with GUI elements using on object orientated API. The GUI elements include menus,
buttons, radio buttons, text toolbars and their properties. Whilst automating a test, you have discovered that the GUI
elements of some third party components are not identifiable by the automated tool you are using. Which of the
following is the FIRST step that you take to investigate this issue? 

A. Verify the testability support with the providers of the third party components 

B. Verify whether the GUI identification depends on the browser. 

C. Adopt an approach that uses the coordinates of the GUI elements instead 

D. Verify whether naming standards for variables and have been defined for the current automation solution 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You are executing the first test run of a test automation suite of 200 tests. All the relevant information related to the state
of the SUT and to the automated test execution is stored in a small database. During the Automated test run you
observe that the first 10 test pass, while an abnormal termination occurs when executing the 11th test. This test does
not complete its execution and the overall execution of the suite is aborted. An immediate analysis of the abnormal
termination is expected to be time consuming and you have been asked to produce a detailed report of the execution
results for the first test run, as soon as possible. What is the MOST important FIRST step to be taken immediately after
the abnormal occurred when executing the 11th test? 

A. Re-run the test automation suite starting from the 12th test 

B. Return the database to a consistent state that allows subsequent test to run 

C. Take a backup of the database in its current state. So It can be analyzed later 

D. Re-run the test automation suite starting from the 1st test. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements does NOT describe good practice for maintaining the TAS? 

A. The TAS must run in the development environment because development and programming knowledge are required
for its maintainability 

B. The TAS must be under configuration management, along with the test suite, the testware artefacts and the test
environment in which it runs 

C. The TAS must separate the test scripts from the environment in which it runs and from the associated harnesses and
artefacts 

D. The TAS must consist of components that can be easily replaced without affecting the overall behavior of the TAS
itself 

Correct Answer: A 
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